We Advocated

**STATE POLICY:** Lobbied for health, human services and education provisions in the nearly $162B Ohio budget for investments in mental health, wraparound services, broadband and college opportunity grants.

**HEALTH & EDUCATION REFORM:** Opposed prohibiting vaccine requirements (HB 248); opposed the so-called divisive concepts bills (HB 322 and 327) and submitted testimony highlighting the importance of leaving curriculum decisions in local control and committing to equity in education.

**FEDERAL POLICY:** Convened legislators on the ramifications of the ACE Act, S 1981 regarding donor advised funds; advocated for making the EITC and CTC permanent to lift Ohioans out of poverty; and lobbied for the exclusion of nonprofits into UPMIFA.

We Convened

- 35 CONVENINGS
- 583 ATTENDEES
- 44 ADVOCACY EVENTS
- 923 ATTENDEES

We Educated

- 30 LEARNING PROGRAMS
- 890 ATTENDEES
- 121 INFORMATION REQUESTS RESEARCHED
- 378 LISTSERV ASKS & ANSWERS
- 156 NEWSLETTERS, DIGESTS & REPORTS
- 157K WEBSITE VISITS
- 4K BLOG READS
- 1,860 FACEBOOK FOLLOWERS

- Philanthropy Forward '21 engaged 182 unique users on the virtual Boomset platform, including 26 nonprofit attendees on the final day designed specifically for nonprofit leaders. The four-day conference provided 45 sessions for learning and engaging with peers.
- 22 nonprofit leaders attended the 6-session Nonprofit Summer Learning Series.

We Centered Equity

- Offered Racial Equity Institute trainings for two funders, engaging 355 community members.
- Provided Putting Racism on the Table training to 1 member’s 50 staff.
- 24 members took the inaugural Racial Equity Capacity Assessment.
- The Philanthropy Forward '21 conference was presented through an equity lens.

We Collaborated

- Ohio Collaborative for Educating Remotely (OCER) grants awarded, totaling over $5.7 million
- 57 PER EQUITY AFFINITY GROUP MEETINGS
- 84 ATTENDEES
- 895K Students served through OCER grants
- 6 Task forces, coalitions and advisory committees on which Philanthropy Ohio serves
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